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Abstract. An experimental procedure is developed to determine the scatter of the macroscopic

toughness of brittle materials. First, samples are precracked to obtain a sharp precrack. The

toughness is then determined by using a standard three-point flexural test. Digital image cor-

relation is used to analyze displacement fields of cracked samples. Based upon the resolution

and the spatial resolution of the measurement technique, a detection criterion is proposed and

validated. It allows for an accurate estimate of the crack tip location so that the presence of

a crack and its size at arrest can be monitored. As an example, the toughness distribution of

18 samples made of silicon carbide is evaluated. By using a simple macro-micro transition,

an analysis of the scatter in toughness is related to that in strength for the material with no

macrocracks.

Keywords: Crack opening displacement, Digital image correlation, Probabilities and statis-

tics, Sandwiched-beam technique, SiC ceramic, Single-edge notched beam

Abbreviations: COD – Crack opening displacement; DIC – Digital image correlation; SB –

Sandwiched-beam; SENB – Single-edge notched beam; SiC – Silicon carbide
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2 P. Forquin et al.

1. Introduction

Fracture toughness is used extensively to design fracture-safe structures. Test

methods that measure fracture toughness of materials are necessary for re-

liable design and accurate failure analysis. For brittle materials, different

techniques can be used [1, 2]. One key aspect is related to the creation of

a sharp (pre)crack in the material. Various procedures use notches made by a

diamond saw, cracks propagating from prenotches or indentation cracks for

ceramics [3–5, 2]. For example, the SENB (i.e., single-edge notched beam)

technique uses prenotched beams and the toughness associated with a notch

may differ from that of a sharp crack [6].

To evaluate the fracture toughness of a brittle material (e.g., a silicon

carbide ceramic), a sandwiched-beam precracking technique may be used [7–

9]. This type of experimental set-up allows one to initiate a crack that does

not propagate across the whole sample. However, the arrest conditions are

strongly dependent upon the friction between the beams, their flexural rigidi-

ties, the notch geometry as well as the variations of material properties around

the notch. Furthermore, it will be shown that the load displacement curve

has no precise signature corresponding to the onset of crack propagation. To

control precracking of the tested beam, it is proposed to monitor the precrack

size by using a displacement field measured by digital image correlation.

Vision-based techniques have been utilized to analyze cracks in homo-

geneous and heterogeneous materials [10]. For instance, crack tip opening

angles [11] or crack tip opening displacements [12] can be measured with

a very good accuracy by means of digital image correlation. In most of the✁
to whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: +33 1 47 40 22 40.
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A Method to Determine the Toughness Scatter of Brittle Materials 3

experiments reported, a random pattern was sprayed and the crack was visible

on the pictures. In the present case, no surface preparation is used and the

crack is not visible. Consequently, there is a need to devise a detection crite-

rion that can be used during a precracking experiment and only be checked

a posteriori on a fractured surface. To achieve a good spatial resolution, a

far-field (or long-distance) microscope is used to get access to the onset and

arrest of crack propagation from a notch.

Section 2 introduces the experimental procedure used to measure the

toughness of brittle materials. A sandwiched-beam technique is first used to

precrack a notched beam. It is followed by a three-point flexural test on the

precracked sample to determine the toughness of the tested specimen. The

previous procedure is applied to a silicon carbide ceramic in Section 3. To

determine the onset of cracking, a Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique

is used to measure the displacement field. It is shown that, in the present case,

it is the only reliable way. A criterion for the location of the crack tip is pro-

posed and validated in a ‘blind’ configuration for which no other way exists

to locate the crack tip. In Section 4, the scatter of the macroscopic toughness

is determined by means of a Weibull distribution. By using a simple macro-

micro transition, it is shown that classical Weibull parameters related to the

variation of strength can be related to toughness variations as well as flaw

size distributions within the material.
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4 P. Forquin et al.

2. Experimental Procedure

To analyze the toughness scatter, the proposed experimental procedure is di-

vided into two parts. First, a notched sample is precracked by using a sandwiched-

beam technique. To monitor the crack tip, the displacement field is deter-

mined by using a digital image correlation technique. Second, the precracked

sample is subjected to a three-point flexural test to evaluate the toughness.

By repeating the experiments and by carefully minimizing the experimental

uncertainties, an analysis of the toughness scatter can be performed.

2.1. SANDWICHED-BEAM TECHNIQUE FOR PRECRACKING

The principle of an SB test consists in inserting a notched bar (N) between

two steel bars (A and B, see Fig. 1-a). The sandwich assembly is then loaded

in three-point flexure. If P denotes the applied load and L the outer span, the

moment MN in the notched beam is expressed as

MN
✂ PL

4

✄
EI ☎ N✄

EI ☎ A ✆ ✄
EI ☎ N ✆ ✄

EI ☎ B ✝ (1)

where
✄
EI ☎ A ✝ ✄

EI ☎ N ✝ ✄
EI ☎ B are the flexural rigidities of the three beams, E the

Young’s modulus and I the moment of inertia. By using this approach, the

notched beam N can be considered as being loaded in three-point flexure by

an apparent load PN

PN
✂ P

✄
EI ☎ N✄

EI ☎ A ✆ ✄
EI ☎ N ✆ ✄

EI ☎ B ✝ (2)

so that the stress intensity factor can be evaluated as

K ✂ PNL

bNw
3 ✞ 2
N

η
✄
α ✝ L ✟ wN ☎ ✝ (3)
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A Method to Determine the Toughness Scatter of Brittle Materials 5

where the function η depends on the normalized crack size α ✂ a ✟ wN and

span L ✟ wN [13], wN is the height of the notched beam and bN the correspond-

ing width (Fig. 1-a). Figure 1-b shows an example of the stress field obtained

by FE simulations. The average stress field σi j (i ✝ j ✂ 1 ✝ 3) in the beams is

defined by

σi j

✄
x ✝ y ☎ ✂ 1

b

✠ b ✞ 2✡ b ✞ 2
σi j

✄
x ✝ y ✝ z ☎ dz ☛ (4)

The stress σ11 is very close to that observed in three-point flexure. The aver-

age stress field σ22 shows that contact is likely to occur over the whole surface

even though the Young’s modulus of the notched bar is greater than that of

the two outer beams.

From the FE computations, one can determine the stress intensity factor.

The mesh used was first validated on a precracked beam for which a well-

known expression exists for the stress intensity factor [13]. Numerically, the

latter is evaluated by using the J-integral or the square-root dependence of the

displacement field. Both methods yield errors less than 2% when compared

to Eqn. (3). The same numerical techniques are used in the SB configuration.

Figure 2 shows the change of the stress intensity factor K with the normalized

crack size α ✂ a ✟ wN for two values of the ratio r0 defined by [2]

r0
✂ ✄

EI ☎ A ✆ ✄
EI ☎ B✄

EI ☎ N0 ✝ (5)

where
✄
EI ☎ N0 denotes the flexural rigidity of the unnotched sample. When

r0
✂ 6 ☛ 3 (i.e., bA

✂ bB
✂ 9 mm, bN

✂ 3 mm, wA
✂ 5 ☛ 5 mm, wB

✂ 7 mm,

wN
✂ 5 mm, EA

✂ EB
✂ 210 GPa, EN

✂ 410 GPa), the result is compared

with FE simulations in which different friction coefficients of the contact sur-

faces between the beams are considered. With frictionless surfaces, the two

calculations are close. However, when the friction coefficient of the surfaces

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.5



6 P. Forquin et al.

increases, the stress intensity factor decreases. This is caused by a decrease of

the crack mouth opening displacement in the notched specimen. These results

show that if one assumes a constant toughness, stable crack growth can occur

since there exists a range of negative values of the derivative of K with respect

to α (when α ☞ α
�
). Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that depending on the friction

coefficient, which is generally not well known, the generated precrack size

can be different since α
�

depends on f and r0. These computations prove

that the evaluation of the stress intensity factor of the precrack is not an easy

task when the location of its tip is not known precisely. Last, in the following

application, a value of α ✂ 0 ☛ 4 ✌ 0 ☛ 05 is chosen for the notch so that cracking

is likely to be stable from the onset on (α
�✎✍

0 ☛ 3, see Fig. 2).

Figure 3 shows the experimental set-up used to precrack ceramic sam-

ples. Three steps are needed to prepare a precracking experiment. First, the

support arm is inserted between the support and loading systems. The loading

system is moved downwards to touch the support arm. The latter is centered

with respect to the loading system thanks to a V-shaped groove. The support

system is aligned with respect to the support arm by an index. Second, the

three beams are put between the loading and support systems, and one of their

surfaces is in contact with the support arm so that their mid-plane coincides.

Third, two sliding blocks are used to move the three beams along the support

arm. An aperture in the support arm, through which beams of light traverse,

allows one to bring the notch mi-plane in coincidence with the axis of the

loading system. An uncertainty less than ✌ 30 µm is achieved.

The load level is increased by steps of 200 N up to 1000 N, then by

smaller steps of 50 N. Thanks to the hole drilled in the support arm, a long-

distance microscope is used to observe a small zone around the notch to

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.6



A Method to Determine the Toughness Scatter of Brittle Materials 7

detect the onset of cracking. By acquiring pictures at each load level and

using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, it is possible to determine the

in-plane displacement field by matching different zones of two pictures [12].

The simplest image-matching procedure is cross-correlation, which can be

performed either in the physical space [14, 15] or in Fourier space [16–18].

It consists in looking for the maximum correlation between small zones in

the ‘deformed’ and reference images. The translation, which corresponds to

the maximum correlation, can thus be extracted for different positions of the

zone of interest. The extensive use of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) is very

effective in reducing the computation cost. For 8-bit images, sub-pixel reso-

lution can be achieved and values as low as a few hundredth of one pixel are

found by using the CORRELILMT software [19, 20].

2.2. THREE-POINT FLEXURE FOR TOUGHNESS MEASUREMENTS

Once the sample is precracked, the experiment is stopped. The two beams are

removed and the sample is repositioned in the setup by following the same

procedure as before. By knowing the crack size a (by optical microscopy of

the fractured surface) and the maximum load level Pc (recorded during the

experiment), one can determine the corresponding toughness Kc

Kc
✂ PcL

bNw
3 ✞ 2
N

η
✄
α ✝ L ✟ wN ☎✏☛ (6)

If this type of procedure is repeated, one can study the scatter in toughness. It

is believed that the numerous experimental precautions enable us to minimize

the scatter related to all the handling of the sample and more specifically

the position of its axis with respect to that of the testing machine. It can be

noted that this type of procedure is applicable to any brittle material, pro-

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.7



8 P. Forquin et al.

vided the size of the sample is consistent with that of the underlying material

microstructure.

3. Application to a Silicon Carbide Ceramic

The previous experimental procedure is now used to analyze the toughness

scatter of silicon carbide samples.

3.1. STUDIED MATERIAL

The material examined herein, called SiC-100 and made by Céramiques &

Composites (France), is naturally sintered. The powder is pressed and then

heated to 2000 ✑ C. During processing, small quantities of boron carbide (B4C)

are added to improve sintering. The porosity was evaluated by Riou [21]

and is of the order of 1.8%. The average grain size is equal to 5 µm. The

microstructure of the ceramic also induces important consequences regarding

3-point flexural tests. The behavior of ceramics under ‘tensile’ loading is

elastic, brittle and scattered in terms of ultimate failure load. Flaws initiating

failure were identified. These flaws are found by following hackles generated

by transgranular fracture and by looking for the mirror zone that surrounds

the flaw. The flaws generally observed are sintering defects (Fig. 4), the size

of which can be sub-micrometric and as high as a few tens of micrometers.

The typical size of the microstructure is micrometric. Therefore, when

artificial cracks are at least of millimetric size, a macroscopic evaluation of

the stress intensity factor can be performed. The results derived in Section 2

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.8



A Method to Determine the Toughness Scatter of Brittle Materials 9

can be used. The measurements performed herein correspond to macroscopic

evaluations of the toughness and its scatter.

3.2. DETECTION OF THE CRACK TIP LOCATION BY DIC

One way of determining the onset of propagation is to monitor the load

level as a function of the loading parameter (e.g., the crosshead displacement

or time). Figure 5-a shows the change of load with time for a monotonic

crosshead displacement of 10 µm/min during the precracking experiment.

Only a very small load drop (i.e., 2 N to compare to a level of more than

1000 N) can be observed. This drop is comparable to the measurement fluc-

tuations (see zoom of Figure 5-a). Consequently, this technique is not reliable

enough to detect the onset of crack propagation.

An alternative route consists in observing one of the lateral surfaces of

the beam by using a long-distance microscope (QUESTAR QM100). This

is made possible by the hole drilled in the support arm (Fig. 3). The main

advantage is that a microscopic resolution can be achieved from a longer dis-

tance than conventional microscopes. It allows the user to work at distances

of 15 cm to 35 cm from the surface of interest. Values as small as 1.1 µm

separation can be resolved at 15 cm from the surface. This type of technique

was successfully used to detect the crack tip in a 2024-T3 aluminum alloy

with an artificial pattern [11, 12]. A brightfield illumination is used in the

present case and no special sample preparation is needed. At these magnifica-

tion levels, the surface roughness provides enough variations so that speckles

appear. Figure 5-b shows a picture taken when the load drop was observed.

No crack is visible even with the highest magnification.

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.9



10 P. Forquin et al.

Figure 6 shows the displacement fields obtained for the same load level

(i.e., P ✂ 1050 N). By using the contours of the displacement u1, the crack

opening (i.e., the displacement discontinuity) can be seen clearly. In particu-

lar, it can be stated that the onset of crack propagation occurred prior to the

load level P ✂ 1050 N. The analysis of an image taken when P ✂ 1010 N

does not show any discontinuity. By using the present observations, the onset

of crack propagation occurred for a load level greater than 1010 N and less

than 1050 N. It can also be concluded that the load drop observed in Fig. 5-a

is probably related to the same event.

3.3. DETECTION CRITERION

The location of the crack tip requires the user to choose a detection criterion.

This is not an easy task since the displacement contours depend on the mag-

nitude of the displacement. Figure 7 shows u1-displacement contours using

two different displacement ranges for the same average displacement.

The first step of the analysis consists in evaluating the resolution of the

DIC technique. This is performed by using the reference picture of the exper-

iment and prescribing artificially a sub-pixel displacement, here in the (hori-

zontal) 1-direction since the crack is oriented preferentially along the (verti-

cal) 2-direction. A linear interpolation is used to evaluate the pixel graylevel

of the perturbed case. Figure 8 compares the displacement evaluations for dif-

ferent sizes of the interrogation window. The shift between two neighboring

centers is identical to the length of a window so that there is no overlapping.

The higher the window size, the more accurate the displacement evaluation.

However, the displacement field is less resolved spatially. In the present case,

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.10



A Method to Determine the Toughness Scatter of Brittle Materials 11

a good compromise is given by a size equal to 32 ✒ 32 pixels for which an

RMS resolution less than 0.045 pixel is obtained (a 64 ✒ 64 pixel ZOI has

an RMS resolution less than 0.033 pixel). A shift between two consecutive

ZOIs equal to 16 pixels is chosen. Based upon the previous study, a dis-

placement range is set at 0.1 pixel, which is a good compromise between

the displacement resolution and the spatial location of the crack tip. With the

use of a long-distance microscope, 1 pixel corresponds to 1.85 µm and a crack

opening of the order of 80 nm can be measured with a good accuracy.

Figure 9-a shows that the contours of the displacements perpendicu-

lar to the crack face are horizontal when the crack tip is above the consid-

ered line. This is confirmed by FE computations shown in Fig. 9-b. Conse-

quently, it is proposed to detect the crack tip by looking at the contours of

u1-displacements and finding the point where they are no longer parallel to

the 1-direction. To detect a crack (i.e., a discontinuity in the displacement

field), the minimum distance between two measurement points has to be

equal to the size of the ZOI (e.g., 32 pixels) so that no overlapping occurs

augmented by one shift (e.g., 16 pixels) between two neighboring centers

to avoid that the crack mouths are within the considered ZOIs. In terms of

crack tip location, let us use the classical plane stress solution expressing the

near tip displacement field when the stress intensity factor is equal to the

toughness Kc. Under these assumptions, the displacement discontinuity δ1 in

the 1-direction is given by

δ1
✂ 2u1

✄
r ✂ d1 ✟ 2 ✝ θ ✂ π✟ 2 ☎ ✂ Kc

EN ✓ d1

2π
✄
3 ✔ νN ☎ ✝ (7)

where d1 ✟ 2 is the minimum horizontal distance of two symmetric points with

respect to the crack tip (e.g., 32 + 16 pixels or 90 µm in the present case),

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.11



12 P. Forquin et al.

νN the Poisson’s ratio of the uncracked sample. A value for δ1 equal to 0.04

pixel is found, and corresponds to the point where a first and fifth consec-

utive contours are still horizontal when a displacement range of 0.1 pixel is

chosen and K ✂ Kc. It can be noted that the latter is compatible with the

resolution of the technique. Furthermore, the shift between two consecutive

centers corresponds to an upper bound of the uncertainty on the locus of the

crack tip along the 2-direction. A value of the order of 30 µm (or 16 pixels)

is obtained. Therefore, the relevant crack sizes to consider is millimetric (i.e.,

macroscopic) so that the relative length error ∆a ✟ a is less than 3% so that the

relative toughness error ∆Kc ✟ Kc induced by an error in crack location is less

than 1.5% by using the present technique. This analysis shows that DIC is a

viable way of locating a crack when no other means are at hand. The square

root dependence of the displacement field [Eqn. (7)] allows for a precise

location of the crack tip with a sub-pixel correlation algorithm (Fig. 9).

Following precracking experiments, the samples are loaded in a clas-

sical three-point flexural test with the same positioning arm. Contrary to

conventional SENB techniques, there exists a sharp precrack. To analyze

the robustness of the whole experimental procedure, the displacement cor-

responding to arrest in a precracking experiment is compared to that obtained

subsequently at the onset of crack propagation in the flexural test. Figure 10

compares the two displacement fields. One can note a good reproducibility of

the crack location for load levels significantly different (namely, F ✂ 1200 N

in the SB test, and F ✂ 31 ☛ 1 N in the subsequent test).

By increasing the displacement range, an evaluation of the COD is car-

ried out. Figure 10 shows the contours allowing for the crack location. From

this first analysis, the displacement range is quadrupled (Fig. 11-a) and at a

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.12



A Method to Determine the Toughness Scatter of Brittle Materials 13

distance from the crack tip of the order of 0.6 mm, the measured COD is

equal to 0.6 µm to compare with a computed value of 0.65 µm. This result

is in agreement with a resolution of the order of 60 nm. The whole COD

profile can be evaluated following the same approach. Figure 11-b shows a

good agreement between measured and predicted (by FE analyses) CODs.

This information can also be used to evaluate the crack tip location and the

stress intensity factor. By using the classical expression for the COD ✕ ✕ u1 ✖ ✖
under a plane stress condition,

✕ ✕ u1 ✖ ✖ ✂ 8K

EN ✓ r

2π
(8)

where r is the distance of the current point with respect to the crack tip, a value

of K ✂ 2 ☛ 90 ✌ 0 ☛ 05 MPa ✗ m is obtained and a position x2
✂ 3 ☛ 25 ✌ 0 ☛ 01 mm.

It can be noted that the position is determined with a similar accuracy as with

the previous technique.

Last, when the sample is broken, the analysis of the fractured surface, al-

lows us to fully validate the detection criterion. Figure 12 compares the evalu-

ated crack length at the end of the precracking experiment (i.e.,
✄
a ✔ a0 ☎✘✟ wN

✂
0 ☛ 186, where a is the current crack size, and a0 is the initial notch size) and

that determined from a fractographic observation (i.e.,
✄
a ✔ a0 ☎✘✟ wN

✂ 0 ☛ 191).

There is a small underestimation that is in agreement with the a priori predic-

tions. The detection criterion is considered to be validated and is now used to

study the toughness of SiC-100.

PFYCLRFH_rev.tex; 15/11/2003; 10:58; p.13



14 P. Forquin et al.

4. Toughness Scatter of SiC-100

In the present section, the toughness scatter is analyzed and then related to

that observed with a classical Weibull model written in terms of strength.

4.1. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Thanks to all the tests performed in the previous section, it can be stated that

the scatter induced by whole experimental procedure is minimal, and if there

exists a scatter in toughness values, it is likely to be representative of the

material containing sharp millimetric (i.e., macroscopic) cracks. 18 different

experiments were performed and the toughness values are put in ascending

order so that for the i-th value, the cumulative probability Pi is expressed as

Pi
✂ i

N ✆ 1 ✝ (9)

where N is the total number of experiments. If the cumulative probability Pi

is modeled by a Weibull law [22], it is convenient to plot the results in a so-

called Weibull plot [23] in which the abscissa is the natural logarithm of the

toughness and the ordinate is ln
✄ ✔ ln

✄
1 ✔ Pi ☎✘☎ so that the slope is the Weibull

modulus n and the intercept is the scale parameter K0 (Fig. 13) of the best fit

G

G ✂ 1 ✔ exp ✙✚✔✜✛✣✢ Kc ✤
K0 ✥ n ✦ ☛ (10)

In the present experiments, the Weibull parameters are n ✂ 24, K0
✂ 2 ☛ 9 MPa ✗ m

and the average toughness Kc is expressed as

Kc
✂ K0Γ ✛ 1 ✆ 1

n ✥ ✂ 2 ☛ 85 MPa ✗ m ✝ (11)
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where Γ is the Euler (gamma) function of the second kind [24]. The aver-

age found here is in good agreement with values reported by Merkel and

Messerschmidt [25], and Riou [21]. The corresponding standard deviation

Kc is given by

Kc
✂ K0 Γ ✛ 1 ✆ 2

n ✥ ✔ Γ2 ✛ 1 ✆ 1
n ✥ ✂ 0 ☛ 15 MPa ✗ m ☛ (12)

The coefficient of variation Kc ✟ Kc is of the order of 5% so that the one-

percent resolution on the toughness measurements is needed in the present

case.

4.2. MACRO-MICRO TRANSITION

In the following, a simple macro-micro transition is performed when consid-

ering the toughness distribution. Even though the macroscopic toughness can

be the result of weak or strong pinning regimes [26–29], it is assumed, as a

first approximation, that the toughness distribution at the scale of the sintering

flaws is identical to the one measured for macroscopic cracks. For a brittle

ceramic with no macroscopic cracks, its failure is caused by sintering defects

(Fig. 4), which are randomly distributed. The latter are modeled as cracks of

radius a perpendicular to the local maximum principal stress direction (i.e.,

the considered equivalent stress σ✧ is the maximum principal stress). The

stress intensity factor K of these microscopic cracks is written as

K ✂ Y σ✧ ✗ a (13)

where Y is a dimensionless parameter accounting for the approximation of

the defect geometry as well as the fact that the grain size (i.e., 5 µm) is

only slightly less than the typical sintering flaw size (i.e., 15 µm). For the
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considered SiC-100 ceramic, the average failure stress in three-point flexure

is equal to 370 MPa (Table I) for samples with no macroscopic cracks and

with the same size as those tested herein. For a mean toughness equal to

2 ☛ 85 MPa ✗ m [see Eqn. (11)], a value of Y
✍

2 is obtained.

For samples with no macroscopic cracks, there are two uncorrelated

sources of scatter, namely the flaw size distribution (described by a proba-

bility density function h) and that corresponding to the toughness distribution

[Eqn. (10)]. The failure probability PF0 of a representative domain Ω0 can be

written as

PF0
✂ ✠✩★

c

g
✄
Kc ☎ h ✄ a ☎ dKc da ✝ (14)

where ✪ c is the set of critical defects (i.e., Yσ✧✫✗ a ✬ Kc) and g the proba-

bility density function associated to G (i.e., g
✄
Kc ☎ ✂ dG ✟ dKc). Following the

hypothesis made by Jayatilaka and Trustrum [30], the flaw size distribution

h is approximated by a power law function for large sizes (i.e., the weakest

links)

h
✄
a ☎ ✍ κ

✄
p ✔ 1 ☎
a0

✛ a

a0 ✥ ✡ p ✝ (15)

where p, κ and a0 are material-dependent parameters. Since the flaw distribu-

tion is only described for large sizes [Eqn. (15)], the integration of Eqn. (14)

is first performed with respect to the flaw size a, and then the toughness Kc

so that a first order solution is given by

PF0
✍

κΓ ✙ n ✔ 2
✄
p ✔ 1 ☎

n

✦ ✛ ✢ σ✧ ✤
S0 ✥ 2 ✭ p ✡ 1 ✮ ✝ (16)

where Y S0 ✗ a0
✂ K0 is the scale parameter relative to a reference toughness

K0 [Eqn. (10)] and defect size a0 [Eqn. (15)], ✢✰✯ ✤ the Macauley brackets

(i.e., the positive part of ✯ ). Within the framework of the weakest link statis-

tics [31], the failure probability PF of a domain Ω can be expressed as a
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function of PF0

PF
✂ 1 ✔ exp ✙ ✔ λ0

✠
Ω

ln ✱ 1 ✔ PF0
✄
x ☎✳✲ dx

✦ ✝ (17)

where 1 ✟ λ0 is the volume of the domain Ω0. When combined with Eqn. (17),

Eqn. (16) corresponds to a Weibull law [23] in terms of strength, where the

Weibull modulus m is equal to 2
✄
p ✔ 1 ☎

PF
✍

1 ✔ exp ✙ ✔ λ0κΓ ✴ 1 ✔ m

n ✵ ✠
Ω

✛ ✢ σ✧ ✄ x ☎ ✤
S0 ✥ m

dx
✦ ☛ (18)

Equation (18) allows one to relate the classical Weibull parameters (i.e., for

the strength distribution) to the flaw size distribution [Eqn. (15)] and that

in toughness [Eqn. (10)]. When m ✶ n (i.e., the scatter in failure stress is

more important than that in toughness), Eqns. (16) and (18) show that the

scatter in terms of failure stress is dominated by that relative to the defect

size distribution. The toughness scatter induces corrections by the presence

of the Γ function, which is defined as long as n ✔ m ☞ 0.

The mechanical properties of SiC-100 ceramics are reported in Table I.

The presence of sintering flaws induces a low average failure strength and a

low Weibull modulus m. Consequently, the case m ✶ n applies and for the

SiC-100 ceramic studied herein, the scatter in strength is dominated by that

associated with the flaw size distribution of sintering defects.

5. Summary

An experimental procedure was developed to analyze the macroscopic tough-

ness of a brittle material. A precracking set-up was designed to allow for

optical observations during the experiment so that the onset and arrest of
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cracking can be monitored by using digital image correlation. The latter is

the only means, in the present case, to accurately determine the load level

at propagation inception thanks to the sub-pixel resolution of the technique.

Coupled with a long-distance microscope, the resolution in displacement is

of the order of 60 nm for an 8-bit CCD camera. Based on an FFT correlation

algorithm, the computation time is less than one minute on a standard PC,

thereby enabling for quasi-real time evaluations of displacement fields.

Crack detection, as well as crack propagation and location are also made

possible. By using the proposed detection criterion, the crack location can

be determined within a range of 30 µm when used in the analysis of the

toughness of a silicon carbide ceramic for which it can be evaluated with

an accuracy of 3 ✒ 10
✡ 2 MPa ✗ m. This resolution allows us to conclude that

the macroscopic toughness distribution is scattered with a Weibull modulus

at least equal to 24.

By using the macroscopic toughness distribution, and assuming that it is

representative of the scatter at the scale of the defects leading to the failure

of SiC ceramics, it is shown that the scatter in failure stress is dominated by

that of the defect size distribution as opposed to that of the toughness because

the Weibull modulus of the toughness distribution is greater than that of the

failure stresses. This analysis also shows that, in the presence of a double

source of scatter (namely, defect size and toughness distributions), the only

knowledge of the strength Weibull parameters gives statistical indications on

the most scattered of the two populations. This first analysis may be com-

pleted by other micro/macro toughness transitions (see, e.g., Refs. [29, 32]) to

account for toughness scatter at the scale of the defects leading to the failure.
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Table I. Mechanical properties of a SiC-100

ceramic (after Denoual and Riou [33]).

Young’s modulus E (GPa) 410

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.15

Density 3.15

Porosity 1.8%

Weibull modulus m 9.6

Mean strength (MPa) 360

Effective volume (mm3) 1.25

Number of samples 65

Type of test 3-point flexure

Forquin et al.
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Figure 1. a-Schematic and main dimensions of a sandwiched-beam geometry. b-Average

stress fields obtained by FE simulations when f ① 0 ② 3 ③ F ① 2000 N ③ α ① 0 ② 4 for a magnified

deformed shape (bA ① 9 mm, bB ① 9 mm, bN ① 3 mm, wA ① 5 ② 5 mm, wB ① 7 mm, wN ① 5 mm,

EA ① EB ① 210 GPa, EN ① 410 GPa).
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Figure 2. Stress intensity factor vs. dimensionless crack length for different configurations.

The FE analyses (FEA) use different friction coefficients f of the surfaces between the beams.

The vertical dashed lines depict the range of notch sizes chosen in the present study.
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Figure 3. Set-up for a sandwiched-beam experiment to precrack ceramics. For the sake of

clarity, the right sliding block has been removed. The exploded view with no sliding blocks

shows the geometric details of the support arm.
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Figure 4. Micrograph of a typical sintering defect (dashed circle) in a SiC-100 ceramic.
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Figure 5. a-Load P vs. time t for a ceramic sample (r0 ① 3 ② 6, α0 ① 0 ② 41). b-Picture taken at

the onset of crack propagation (P ① 1050 N). No crack is visible, even at high magnification.
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Figure 6. Displacement contours of the horizontal displacement u1 measured by digital image

correlation (ZOI size: 64 ❻ 64 pixels, ZOI shift: 16 pixels) when P ① 1050 N in an SB test

(r0 ① 3 ② 6). The crack is located inside the dashed circle.
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Figure 7. Contours of the horizontal displacement u1 measured by digital image correla-

tion (ZOI size: 32 ❻ 32 pixels, ZOI shift: 16 pixels) for two different displacement ranges

(P ① 1200 N) in an SB test (r0 ① 3 ② 6): a-0.1 pixel ➩✿➫ 0 ② 185 µm, b-0.4 pixel ➩➭➫ 0 ② 74 µm.
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Figure 8. Measured vs. prescribed displacements u1 for different sizes of ZOIs. The ZOI shift

is equal to the length of the ZOI.
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Figure 9. a-Contours of the horizontal displacement u1 measured by digital image correlation

(ZOI size: 32 ❻ 32 pixels, ZOI shift: 16 pixels) in an SENB test (P ① 31 ② 1 N, r0 ① 3 ② 6).

b-FE simulation of the horizontal displacement for the same crack size and load level (1 pixel

➩✿➫ 1 ② 85 µm).
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Figure 10. Contours of the horizontal displacement u1 measured by digital image correla-

tion (ZOI size: 32 ❻ 32 pixels, ZOI shift: 16 pixels) when: a-the crack has stopped in the

SB experiment (P ① 1200 N), b-prior to failure during the three-point flexure experiment

(P ① 31 ② 1 N).
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Figure 11. a-Contours of the horizontal displacement u1 measured by digital image correla-

tion (ZOI size: 128 ❻ 128 pixels, ZOI shift: 32 pixels) for a higher range. The position of the

crack tip was deduced from the analysis of Fig. 10. b-COD ➝ ➝ u1 ➞ ➞ obtained by DIC and FE

analysis of an SENB test (P ① 31 ② 1 N).
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Figure 12. a-Precrack size (a ▼ wN ◆ 0 ❖ 646) obtained from the contours of the horizontal dis-

placement u1 measured by digital image correlation (ZOI size: 32 ❻ 32 pixels, ZOI shift:

16 pixels). b-Post-mortem evaluation of the precrack size (a ▼ wN ◆ 0 ❖ 651).
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Figure 13. Weibull plot of the toughness distribution and best fit for n ◆ 24 and

K0 ◆ 2 ❖ 9 MPa ➍ m.
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